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As this pamphlet goes to Press (early April, 
1947) the Arbitration Court has still not decided 
the 40-hour week case which has been before it 
for 12 months. 
. There are similar long delays in hearing 
workers' claims over wages. 

Yet when the basic wage was increased 7/-
before last Xmas the Prices Commission authorised 
widespread price increases in 4 days, without 
waiting for the employers to apply. 

This pamphlet explains how such injustices arise 
and what can be done about it. 

Ninety-nine out of hundred Australians are agreed 
•that prices are far too high. 

But only a few understand WHY prices are so 
high and who is responsible. 

The man to blame is the man you-don' t see, the 
wealthy man behind the scene, the man the Govern-
ment won't tackle. 

While the Chifley Government* is far better than 
• a Menzies Government (which would weaken price 
control or remove it altogether), it has still allowed the 
wealthy to get away with far too much. 

" In this short pamphlet we take some of your simp-
lest everyday needs—meat, fish, bread, fruit, vegetables, 
clothing, gas, soap, beer, tobacco. 

n We show how the wealthy rob you on all these 
things and we show you how to put an end to the 
robbery. 

M E A T . : 

Meat prices soared because the Chifley Govern-
ment wouldn't tackle the big men in the meat industry. 

The Prices Commissioner, acting under the Chifley 
Government, fixed a maximum price for your retail 
butcher and a maximum price for the wholesaler who 
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supplied him with meat. But it did NOT fix a maxiniuhi 
price for livestock. 

That meant an open go for the big sheep and cattle 
owners—the meat millionaire Angliss, the Vestey's 
(British) and Swift's (American) combines, Dalgety's, 
the great land companies and wealthy graziers, and 
the stock agents acting on their behalf. 

,The sky was their limit if they could reach it. 
. They overcharged the wholesale trader who in'turn 

tried to overcharge the retailer, who in turn tried 
to overcharge YOU. 

From a wholesale price of 4d. per lb. before the 
war, the price of mutton was fixed by the Prices, Com-
missioner at 7d., but the wholesaler, having paid an 
inflated price to the stock agent raised his selling price 
in fact to 1/- per lb. 

Twice (early 1946 and early 1947) wholesalers 
have refused to buy their meat at more than certain 
fixed rates. Each time the graziers struck and refused 
to send their livestock to market. 

The Communist Party and the Butchers' Union 
each time demanded a Fixed price for Livestock, with 
Government acquisition of any meat withheld by the 
Graziers (as in England, where prices are controlled 
all the way "from hoof to table") 

The Federal Government has now (March, 1947)-
produced a plan for buying stock at fixed prices (on a 
"weight and grade" basis in the abattoirs), cutting 
out the auctioneers who are taking more than £1 million 
yearly in commission, protecting retailers against 
blackmarket demands and giving cheaper meat to the 
public. " , 

This is a good plan and we must see that it is en-
forced. The big sheep and cattle men must not get 
away with it any more. 

F I S H : 

Coutta sold by fishermen as low as 2d. or 3d. a lb., 
is sold for 1/6 a lb. in the city. That simple fact will 
show what profiteering goes on in the fish industry. 



Fish agents are supposed to sell to retail fish-
mongers at fixed prices. In fact, by their control of 
supply, they force the fishmonger to buy more than 
half his fish at higher blackmarket rates—say, at 8id. 
instead of the fixed 5£d. a lb. wholesale price for 
coutta. 

Once overcharged by the fish agent, the retailer 
collects the overcharge in any w a y he can from the 
housewife. 

He does not want to blackmarket. In fact,' the 
~ fishmongers closed their shops for a week in November, 

1945, in protest against the blackmarket prices THEY 
had to pay the agents. And they demanded some-
thing perfectly practical which would make a big dif-
ference to the price of fish. 

They demanded a State Fish Marketing Board to 
supervise the catching, selling and distribution of all 
fish caught in Victorian ports. Such a Board in Queens-
land, consisting of representatives from Government, 
retailers and fishermen, has practically wiped out 
blackmarketing in fish, has regulated the supply, cut 
out middlemen, and secured a REAL fixed price for the 
people. 

As in the meat industry, all the Government has got 
to do is to override the big men and act fearlessly 
in the people's interests. It can and must do this. 

B R E A D : 

It is hard to believe that anyone is allowed to 
profiteer in bread, which is the basic food of the 
people. . But this is just what flour millers and master 
bakers are doing. 

They have formed a close ring. All but a handful 
of flour millers are in the Flour Millers' Association. 
This Association is dominated by Kimpton, Brunton 
and a few wealthy millefs. It controls and supplies 
90 per cent, of Victorian bakeries. 

If you want to start as a new baker you have to 
pay anything from a third of your earnings upwards 
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to the "Association Baker" or you will get no flour. 
If you try to break the ring you are driven out of 
business in a few months. 

Zoning, introduced during the war, has removed 
the need to provide go^d quality bread to customers, 
increased the profits ©f millers and master bakers still 
further and strengthened their monopoly. 

• But for this monopoly bread could be sold at about 
Id. per 41b. loaf cheaper and it would be better 
quality. 

We should demand action for better and cheaper 
bread. We say: Force the millers to supply the trade; 
enforce a minimum standard of flour and bread; modify 
zoning to have wider areas with a choice of four or 
five bakeries in each area; and finally, nationalise the 
flour mills. No private interests should be allowed to 
dominate the supply of the people's bread. 

FRUIT and VEGETABLES: 
Prices of fruit and vegetables were fixed in the war 

years and could be fixed equally well to-day. 
They could be fixed on a weekly basis to take • 

account of rapid changes in supply. 
In the. absence of price-fixing large profits are being 

made at your expense. For example, greengrocers 
who could only make the' fixed 3d. per lb. on peas 
and beans during the war now take in many cases 
from 4d! to 6d. per lb. (50 to 100 per cent.) 

Thus prices are not falling to the extent they 
should with the greater peace-time supply. 

Wholesale agents are not a close ring as in 
Sydney (anyone can pay £1 and take out an agent's 
licence, while in Sydney licences are strictly limited), 
but their 10 per cent, commission gives many of them 
a big income. 

In the retail trade there is widespread profiteering 
(watch the difference any day between the wholesale 
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price .quoted in the "Sun' ; and the price "charged in 
your shop!) 

There are several speculators who are all the time 
buying and re-selling in Victoria Market, forcing up 
prices. This should be stopped by law. 

Prices are still fixed in the case of potatoes and 
onions, bananas and pineapples. But there is much 
blackmarketing in these. This could be checked, if not 
stopped, by active and efficient inspection. 

But above all the prices of other fruit and vegetables 
should be fixed. 

Don't listen to talk about "difficulties.". It was done 
in the war years and it can be done now. < 

C L O T H I N G : 

Clothing, according to Government figures, has risen 
in price 75 per cent, since before the war. Actually it 
has risen a good deal more, and has declined in 
quality. 

A suit that could be brought for £4/10/- even in 
1942 would now cost £8/8/- for the same quality. An 
overcoat then £1/10/- would now be £4. Women's un-
derwear costs you 3 j times the 1942 price, children's 
clothes about 4 times. 

How could this happen, you might say, when -the 
price of clothing has been fixed all through the war 
period? It has happened because of the way the Prices 
Commission works. 

The clothing manufacturer is officially allowed 25 
per cent, profit over and above all his costs. His costs 
may be far too high but he can still claim his 25 per 
cent. Costs are generously estimated, including 25 
per cent, overhead on cost of labor, and in fact the 
manufacturer's profit would be over 30 per cent, on 
actual costs. 

Wholesaler and retailer between them are allowed 
to add a further 60 to 80 per cent. (80 per. cent, in the 
case of baby 's clothes—mothers know to-day what it is 
to b u y these!) 



Speaking broadly, if an article of clothing - costs 
£2 to make, the manufacturer won't sell it under £3 
and you won't get it under £5. 

You can pay more on the blackmarket, of course, 
but that is the legal price officially allowed by the 
Chifley Government. 

It's a good price for Pelaco, Davies Coop, Yarra 
Falls, Foy & Gibson's and wealthy Flinders Lane mer-
chants. But it's a bad price for the people. 

There is now the prospect that prices will be 
heavily increased again with ihe withdrawal of the 
subsidy on wages and imported cloths. We should 
fight to stop this increase and demand that the retailers, 
who are now taking the lion's share of the profit, 
should carry the increased cost. 

And we should demand that the Prices Com-
mission fix all its textile and clothing prices over again, 

time in the people's interests instead of the interests 
of wealthy manufacturers and traders. 

G A S : 

Melbourne pays dearly for gas—more dearly for 
lower quality gas than Sydney. The main supplier is 
the enormously wealthy Metropolitan Gas Company 
which usually pays 13 per cent, dividend on ordinary 
shares (against a legal maximum of 6 per cent, allowed 
to Sydney gas companies). 

This vast and wealthy concern has fought many 
bitter battles to prevent small increases, in gasworkers' 
wages, and is always ready to bleed the gas consumer. 

A few -years ago vertical retorts were installed 
in the gasworkers. These made it possible for one 
quarter of the workeru to produce 2\ times as much 
gas as before—a tenfold increase in production capacity. 
But gas bills did not fall, nor did wages rise. 

Gas Company directors are among the wealthiest 
men in the state. They include Sir Harry Luxton 
owner of McEwan's), the banker-shipowner York Syme, 
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Mr. Derham, head of the Chamber of Manufactures, 
the flour monopolist Kimpton and others. 

If ever a Labor Government had a duty to national-
ise a monopoly, it . has a duty to nationalise this 
grasping company. 

The Legislative Council has rejected the Labor 
Government's Gas Nationalisation Bill. The Labor Go-
vernment must now submit another, and call on the 
public for support in an all out fight for people's control 
of the gas supply. 

S O A P : 

Soap now costs as much as in 1921, Yet in 1921 
tallow, from which soap Is made, cost £116 per ton and 
now it costs only £27. 

This profiteering is carried out at the expense ol 
Australian consumers by the Australian soap combine 
(part of the huge British Lever combine which almost 
runs New Guinea and which got far too much benefit 
from the north). Tallow speculators have been hoarding 
tallow to send later, when export controls are lifted, 
to Britain, where it fetches £96 -a ton, and Europe, 

- where it fetches up to £260. 

They have also been exporting soap, mainly laundry 
soap, on which controls are less rigid. Sydney already 
has a soap "famine." 

The Victorian "Guardian" on January 31 exposed 
the tallow hoarding by big interests. Waterside Wor-
kers threatened to refuse to handle soap for export. 
Pressure rose * till in March the Prices Commissioner 
ordered holders of tallow stocks to give details of them 
to the Commonwealth. But more . pressure may be 
needed yet. 

Support the wharfies, tighten price control at home, 
and force the great Lever Combine, one of the wealthiest 
in the world to sell soap at a fair price to Australian 
families! 



B E E H : 
You pay more profit on a glass of beer than you 

pay for all the malt, hops, and sugar of which beer 
is made. 

Beer to-day is mainly water, plus profit, plus tax. 

The Tooth Combine alone makes nearly £1,000,000 
profit per year, Carlton and United Breweries over half ' 
a million. 

Far less profit should be allowed to the brewery 
companies, and also the huge Federal Tax on beer 
should be reduced. One half of what you pay over the 
bar counter goes in tax. 

Politicians are influenced a lot by the brewery 
companies, therefore yoa will have to push them hard 
to force them to reduce the beer tax and fix reasonable 
prices. 

T O B A C C O : 

A few weeks ago there was another rise in the 
price of tobacco and cigarettes. This was one of the-
greatest scandals in Australian history. 

The price was raised on the ground that a £1£ 
million annual subsidy had been withdrawn from 
the tobacco companies. 

These companies each year make millions and 
millions of pounds. British Australian Tobacco alone 
made nearly a million pounds profit last year, the 
third largest profit in Australia. W. D. & H. O. Wills, 
Carreras, States^ Tobacco Company and others reap 
their huge harvest. They pay the Australian tobacco 
grower 2/3 per lb. compared with 2/6 per lb., ten years 
ago. 

Surely they could have gone without the £1£ 
million rather than the smoking public. 
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If they were not to bear the loss, the Chifley Go-
vernment itself should have borne it. This year the 
Government is raising no less than £23i million from 
its tax on tobacco, an average of 4/- weekly on every ' 
Australian smoker. £1£ million out of this £23£ million 
would hardly have broken the Treasury! 

TAXATION CAN BE CUT: 

What is the taxation for, anyway? 

The present enormous taxation .is due mainly 
to preparations for a new war. This year £147 million 
is being spent on armaments, about 10 times the 
1937-38 average. 

Yet Australia to-day is not threatened by Hitler, 
the Japs. or. any other invader. 

The £147 million is being spent on preparations 
. for an aggressive war planned by American million-

aires, with the support of Churchill and Bevin, in a 
last desperate fling to save the dying capitalist system. 

For such a war Australia is now being turned into 
an American advance base, a super-arsenal, rocket 
range, and first class target. 

This is the reason for the very high present taxes. 

We can reduce these taxes by supporting the 
Soviet proposals for disarmament, including atom bomb 
disarmament, and demanding that the United Nations 
Security Council carry these proposals into force. 

HIGH PRICES CAN BE REDUCED: 

All the steps we have mentioned are perfectly 
practical. , 

Fixing of meat prices, "from hoof to table," a State 
Fish Marketing Board, breaking of the bread ring, 
fixing of prices of fruit and vegetables as during the 
war, overhaul of clothing prices, the fight to beat the 
gas, soap, beer and tobacco companies, and the 
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fight for disarmament—the Chifley and Cain Govern-
ments would undertake all this if they were serving 
the interests of the people. 

These Governments were elected by working men 
and women. They were not elected by squatters, flour 
monopolists or soap and tobacco kings. Such men 
always vote Liberal; 

The working class which elected these govern-
ments should now force them into real action to end 
high prices. 

Thousands more must sign the petitions to the 
Chifley Government protesting against high prices 
and demanding action. 

More demonstrations must be held in suburbs 
and City. 

Above all, the trade unions, which are a great 
political power in this country, should make a sharp 
and effective protest each time there is a rise in price 
of food or clothing, and swing right into the nation-
wide movement on prices which is now developing. 

The Prices Commission and the Chifley Govern-
ment must be given no rest until they carry out the 
will of over 90 per cent, of the people on prices. 

High prices can be reduced if we ourselves get into 
action to force the issue, 
HIGHER PRICES ARE NOT DUE TO HIGHER WAGES. 

Spokesmen of the employers will always tell you 
that prices have risen on account of higher wages. 
This argument is false and insincere. 

Study price movements in the last few years 
and you will find that prices have risen MORE THAN 
wages and IN ADVANCE OF WAGES. 

Since 1939 the basic wage has risen about 30 per 
cent, the cost of living has risen 60 to 100 per cent. 
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Sometimes price increases have been granted at 
the same time as wage increases have been refused. 
This happened last November when meat was raised 
Id. per lb. and the meat workers' claim for higher 
wages was rejected. 

The truth is that in a period when there are still 
many shortages, employers will raise the price of their 
goods whether wages are raised or not UNLESS the 
Government prevents them from doing so. 

THEY SAY, of course, that higher wages have 
forced them to raise prices. It is a good EXCUSE 
for their profiteering, and besides, they want to dis-
courage the workers from fighting for higher wages. 
But we are fools if we swallow their argument. 

When building workers' wages were raised in* 1945, 
a private builder charged an ex-serviceman an extra 
£400 for his house 'when the added wages cost was 
only £20 to £25. This shows how the employers' a rgu- , 
ment is used as an EXCUSE FOR PROFITEERING. 

Price increases are NOT due to wage increases. 
We can increase wages and get prices cut at the same 
time. 

We can increase them OUT OF PROFITS. 
This happened in West Australia in 1938 when -

the basic wage was increased by 6/- and prices ac-
tually fell during the next year. That was in a period 
of ,abundance of goods. 

In the present period of continued shortages, with, 
somewhat more purchasing power in the hands of the 
public from the war period, we can get the same 
result—wage increases and price reductions—but only 
IF THE GOVERNMENT ACTS TO KEEP PRICES DOWN. 

GOVERNMENT ACTION IS VITAL. 

One body of workers after another is now pushing 
up wages—building workers, rail and tram workers, 
miners, ironworkers, gasworkers, engineers. Other 
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workers must join in the fight, for this is a period when 
the workers have a favorable fighting position owing 
to the fairly high level of employment. 

Workers dare not wait till depression comes, for 
then the employer has the favorable fighting position. 
They MUST fight for higher wages NOW. 

Are we going to let these hard-won higher wages 
be swallowed up by wholesale profiteering? Not if we 
have any humanity and any fighting spirit left in us. 

We must raise everywhere the slogans lately seen 
on Melbourne shopping streets, raise wages, cut prices, 
make Chifley act! 

To be fighting for higher wages and cheaper prices 
to-day is the sign of a good Australian. A good Austra-
lian must fight for his seven million countrymen against 
the few exploiters. 

PROFITS: 

Can wages come out of profits? Are there big 
profits for wages to come out of? 

Last year profits of manufacturing companies in 
Australia were £154 million. If these companies paid 
£1 more in wages all round they would still be getting 
£122 million. They wouldn't starve on that. 

One of the employers' champions, the man who 
advised Joe Lyons at the time of the Premiers' Plan, 
Professor Giblin, admitted in the Arbitration Court before 
Xmas that companies had accumulated "immense finan-
cial reserves during the war" and profits were now 
"very high." 

J. B. Were Investment Company, in its first post-war 
market report just issued, says "costs and prices are 
favorable by comparison with those ruling overseas, and 
Australia is relatively a lower cost producer than ever 
before." 



SLIPPERY SEVEN SHILLINGS: 

As a result of the Victorian transport strike the 
Arbitration Court agreed to hear an interim basic wage 
case before Xmas and granted a 7/- interim increase 
in the basic wage. 

This was' a small amount, only one-third of what 
the trade union movement was demanding. 

Almost immediately Mr. H. Higginson, President of 
the Employers' Federation, threatened a "probable" 
shortage of manufactured goods unless prices were rais-
ed following the rise in wages. 

Faced with this threat, the Prices Commission, only 
four days after the basic wage increase, permitted in-
creases of price to cover whole or part of the 7/- wage 
rise over a wide range of articles. 

These articles included pig iron and commercial 
steels, though metal monopolists have made record pro-
fits during and since the war. They also included 
necessities such (as shirts, kitchen stoves, bricks and tiles. 

This was four days after the Basic Wage increase. 
The Arbitration Court grants wage increases, if at- all, 
only after months of delay, and has already spent 12 
months hearing the 40-hour week case. 

Not only that, but the Prices Commission promised 
"prompt attention" to other employers applying for 
similar "relief" and set up special staffs in each state 
to ensure this "prompt attention." 

Have you ever heard- of the Arbitration Court in-
viting unions to apply for wage increases, and promis-
ing "prompt attention" through special staffs? 

We have only to ask that question to see the abom-
inable discrimination exercised by the Government in 
favor of the employer and against the worker. 

We have only to ask that question to see the need 
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for a complete overhaul of both wage-fixing and price-
fixing systems from top to bottom. 

LIGHT ON LABOR LEADERS: 
All we have said in this pamphlet shows how use-

less it is for workers to rely on leaders of the Labor 
Party to fight their battles. 

On both wages and prices matters the Labor Party 
acts as a second party of the capitalists. 

Its attitude was summed up in Mr. Chifley's recent 
reply to a deputation that the Australian people were 
better off than ever before and could afford to pay a 
higher price for meat. 

The only party to give a fighting lead to the 
workers on wages and prices has been the Communist 
Party. 

Workers should see that the Communist Party is 
THEIR PARTY and should join it and strengthen it. 

SOCIALISM MUST FOLLOW: 
Workers should also see the need to change our 

whole social system. 

Passing from one to another of the necessaries of 
life, we have' seen in each case the producer getting 
little, the consumer paying too much, and in between 
the two a small class of men not producing but taking, 
taking, taking at the expense of producer and con-
sumer. alike all the time, day after day, month after 
month, year after year, taking; taking, taking. 

We have seen this applying not only to luxuries, but 
to the PEOPLE'S FOOD AND CLOTHING WHICH ARE 
NEEDED TO LIVE. 

There is only one final way to stop this robbery, 
and that is to introduce socialism, the system under 
which the people, through their democratically elected 
governments, will control the production, distribution and 
exchange of all the needs of life. 
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We must tight to Raise Wages and Cut Prices under 
Capitalism now, but at the same time we must fight 
for the New Social Order under which, through People's 
control and planning, wages will be raised and prices 
cut year by year with the advance of science. 

FORWARD TO SOCIALISM AND A NEW LIFE 

WITHOUT POOR AND WITHOUT 

PROFITEERS ! 

This pamphlet you have been reading is a 

COMMUNIST PARTY PUBLICATION. 

Published by International Book Shop Pty. Ltd. 
180 Exhibition Street, Melbourne. 

• 

Every fact in this pamphlet has previously 
been published in Victoria's Communist weekly 
paper, the "Guardian." 

The "Guardian" has always fought the people's 
battles and has never been afraid to expose even 
the most powerful interests in the country. 
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